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Abstract—An important challenge in big data analysis nowadays is detection of cohesive groups in large-scale networks,
including social networks, genetic networks, communication networks and so. In this paper, we propose LabelRank, an efficient
algorithm detecting communities through label propagation. A set
of operators is introduced to control and stabilize the propagation
dynamics. These operations resolve the randomness issue in
traditional label propagation algorithms (LPA), stabilizing the
discovered communities in all runs of the same network. Tests
on real-world networks demonstrate that LabelRank significantly
improves the quality of detected communities compared to LPA,
as well as other popular algorithms.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Modular structure is considered to be a significant property
of real-world networks. With the rapid emergence of largescale online social networks, e.g., Facebook that connected
a billion users in 2012, there is a high demand for efficient
community detection algorithms that will be able to handle
large amount of data on a daily basis. Numerous techniques
have been developed for community detection. However, most
of them require a global view of the network. Such algorithms
are not scalable enough for networks with millions of nodes.
Label propagation based community detection algorithms
such as LPA [1], [2] and SLPA [4], [3] (whose source
codes are publicly available at https://sites.google.com/site/
communitydetectionslpa/) require only local information. They
have been shown to perform well and be highly efficient. However, they come with a great shortcoming. Due to random tie
breaking strategy, they produce different partitions in different
runs. Such instability is highly undesirable in practice and
prohibits its extension to other applications, e.g., tracking the
evolution of communities in a dynamic network.
In this paper, we propose strategies to stabilize the LPA and
to extend MCL [5] approach that resulted in a new algorithm
called LabelRank that produces deterministic partitions.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Despite the ambiguity in the definition of community,
numerous techniques have been developed including Random

walks [7], [8], [9], spectral clustering [10], [11], [12], modularity maximization [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], and so on.
A recent review can be found in [22]. Label propagation and
random walk based algorithms are most relevant to our work.
The LPA [1] uses the network structure alone to guide its
process. It starts from a configuration where each node has a
distinct label. At every step, each node changes its label to
the one carried by the largest number of its neighbors. Nodes
with same label are grouped together after convergence. The
speed of LPA is optimized in [2]. Leung [24] extends LPA by
incorporating heuristics like hop attenuation score. COPRA
[6] and SLPA [3] extend LPA to detection of overlapping
communities by allowing multiple labels. However, none of
these extensions resolves the LPA randomness issue, where
different communities may be detected in different runs over
the same network.
Markov Cluster Algorithm (MCL) proposed in [5] is based
on simulations of flow (random walk). MCL executes repeatedly matrix multiplication followed by inflation operator.
LabelRank differs from MCL in at least two aspects. First,
LabelRank applies the inflation to the label distributions and
not to the matrix M . Second, the update of label distributions
on each node in LabelRank requires only local information.
Thus it can be computed in a decentralized way. RegularizedMCL [20] also employs a local update rule of label propagation
operator. Despite that, the authors observed that it still suffers
from the scalability issue of the original MCL. To remedy, they
introduced Multi-level Regularized MCL, making it complex.
In contrast, we address the scalability by introducing new
operator, conditional update, and the novel stopping criterion,
preserving the speed and simplicity of the LPA based algorithms.
III.

L ABEL R ANK A LGORITHM

LabelRank is based on the idea of simulating the propagation of labels in the network. Here, we use node id’s
as labels. LabelRank stores, propagates and ranks labels in
each node. During LabelRank execution, each node keeps
multiple labels received from its neighbors. This eliminates
the need of tie breaking in LPA[1] and COPRA [6] (e.g.,
multiple labels with the same maximum size or labels with
the same probability). Nodes with the same highest probability
label form a community. Since there is no randomness in

the simulation, the output is deterministic. LabelRank relies
on four operators applied to the labels: (i) propagation, (ii)
inflation, (iii) cutoff, and (iv) conditional update.
Propagation: In each node, an entire distribution of labels
is maintained and spread to neighbors. We define n 1 × n
vectors Pi (n is the number of nodes) which are separate
from adjacency matrix A defining the network structure. Each
element Pi (c) or Pic holds the current estimation of probability
of node i observing label c ∈ C taken from a finite set of
alphabet C. For clarity of discussion, we assume here that
C = {1, 2, . . . , n} (same as node id’s) and |C| = n. In Section
IV we lift this assumption to increase efficiency of execution.
In LabelRank, each node broadcasts the distribution to its
neighbors
at each time step and computes the new distribution
′
Pi simultaneously using the following equation:
X
′
Pi (c) =
Pj (c)/ki , ∀c ∈ C,
(1)
j∈N b(i)

where N b(i) is a set of neighbors of node i and ki = |N b(i)|
′
is the number of neighbors. Note that, Pi is normalized to
make a probability distribution.
In matrix form this operator can be expressed as:
A × P,

(2)

where A is the n × n adjacency matrix and P is the n × n
label distribution matrix. To initialize P , each node is assigned
equal probability to see each neighbor:
Pij = 1/ki , ∀j s.t. Aij = 1.

(3)

Since the metric space A is usually compact, P defined
iteratively by Eq. 2 converges to the same stationary distribution for most networks by the Banach fixed point theorem
[18]. Hence, a method is needed for trapping the process in
some local optimum in the quality space (e.g., modularity Q
[19]) without propagating too far.
Inflation: As in MCL [5], [20], we use the inflation
operator Γin on P to contract the propagation, where in
is the parameter taking on real values. Unlike MCL, we
apply it to the label distribution matrix P (rather than to a
stochastic matrix or adjacency matrix) to decouple it from the
network structure. After applying Γin P (Eq. 4), each Pi (c) is
proportional to Pi (c)in , i.e., Pi (c) rises to the inth power.
X
Γin Pi (c) = Pi (c)in /
Pi (j)in .
(4)
j∈C

This operator increases probabilities of labels that were assigned high probability during propagation at the cost of labels
that in propagation received low probabilities. For example,
two labels with close initial probabilities 0.6, and 0.4 after
Γin=2 operator will changed probabilities to 0.6923 ad 0.3077,
respectively. In our tests, this operator helps to form local
subgroups. However, it alone does not provide satisfying
performance in large networks. Moreover, the memory inefficiency problem implied by Eq. 2, i.e., n2 labels stored in the
networks, is not yet fully resolved by the inflation operator.
Cutoff: To alleviate the memory problem, we introduce
cutoff operator Φr on P to remove labels that are below threshold r ∈ [0, 1]. As expected, Φr constrains the label propagation

with help from inflation that decreases probabilities of labels to
which propagation assigned low probability. More importantly,
Φr efficiently reduces the space complexity, from quadratic to
linear. For example, with r = 0.1, the average number of labels
in each node is typically less than 3.0.
Explicit Conditional Update: As shown in Fig. 1 (green
curve), the above three operations are still not enough to
guarantee good performance. This is because the process
detects the highest quality communities far before convergence, and after that, the quality of detected communities
decreases. Hence, we propose here a novel solution based on
the conditional update operator Θ. It updates a node only
when it is significantly different from its neighbors in terms of
labels. This allows us to to preserve detected communities and
detect termination based on scarcity of changes to the network.
At each iteration, the change is accepted only by nodes that
satisfy the following update condition:
X
isSubset(Ci∗ , Cj∗ ) ≤ qki ,
(5)
j∈N b(i)

Ci∗

where
is the set of maximum labels which includes labels
with the maximum probability at node i at the previous time
step. Function isSubset(s1 , s2 ) returns 1 if s1 ⊆ s2 , and 0
otherwise. ki is the degree of node i, and q is a real number
parameter chosen from the interval [0, 1]. Intuitively, isSubset
can be viewed as a measure of similarity between two nodes.
As shown in Fig. 1, Θq operator successfully traps the process
in the modularity space with high quality, indicated by a longlived plateau in the modularity curve (red curves). Equation 5
augments the stability of the label propagation.
Stop criterion: One could define the steady state of a
node as small difference in the label distribution between
consecutive iterations, and determine the overall network
state built upon node states. In fact, the above conditional
update allows us to derive a more efficient stop criterion
(linear time). We determine whether the network reaches a
relatively stable state by tracking the number of nodes that
update their label distributions (i.e., implicitly tracking the
number of nodes that potentially change their communities),
numChange, at each iteration and accumulate the number of
repetitions count(numChange) in a hash table. The algorithm
stops when the count of any numChange first exceeds some
predefined frequency (e.g., five in our experiments), or no
change for this iteration (i.e., numChange=0).
Although such criterion does not guarantee the best performance, it almost always returns satisfying results. The
difference between the found Q (purple circles) and maximum
Q (red asterisks) is small as illustrated on two networks in
Fig. 1. Note that, this stop criterion is also applicable when
network state oscillates among a group of states.
These four operators together with a post-processing that
groups nodes whose highest probability labels are the same
into a community form a complete algorithm (see Alg. 1).
An example network as output by LabelRank is shown in
Fig. 2. There are only 1.2 labels on average and at most two
in each node, resulting in a sparse label distribution (Table I
of which second row shows for each node the label with the
highest probability identifying this node community). Three
communities are identified, each sharing a common label:
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Fig. 1. The effect of conditional update operator. The plot shows the modularity Q over iterations on the email network with n = 1, 133 (two curves on the
top) and wiki network with n = 7, 066 (two curves at the bottom). Each Q is computed explicitly for each iteration. Green curve is based on three operators
Propagation+Inflation+Cutoff. Red curve is based on four operators Propagation+Inflation+Cutoff+Conditional Update. Asterisk indicates the best performance
of Q(t). Purple circle indicates the Q achieved when the stop criterion described in the main text is used.
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Fig. 2. The example network G(0) with n = 15. Colors represent communities discovered by LabelRank (see table I) with cutoff r = 0.1, inflation in = 4,
and conditional update q = 0.7. The algorithm stopped at the 7th iteration. The average number of labels dropped from 2.933 to 1.2 during the simulation.

Algorithm 1 LabelRank
1: add selfloop to adjacency matrix A
2: initialize label distribution P using Eq. 3
3: repeat
4:
P′ = A × P
5:
P ′ = Γin P ′
6:
P ′ = Φr P ′
7:
P = Θq (P ′ , P )
8: until stop criterion satisfied
9: output communities

red community label 3, green community label 5 and blue
community label 11. The resultant P also distinguishes two
types of nodes, the border ones with high probability labels

(e.g., 3, 5 and 11), and the core nodes with positive but not
largest label probabilities (e.g., 1, 13 and 15). The latter are
well connected to their communities.
In the analysis, we set the length of Pi at n, creating a
n × n P matrix. In the implementation, this is not needed.
Thanks to both cutoff and inflation operators, the number of
labels in each node monotonically decreases and drops to a
small constant in a few steps. The P matrix is replaced by n
variable-length vectors (usually short) carried by each node (as
illustrated in Table I). Another advantage is that the algorithm
performance is not sensitive to the cutoff threshold r, so we
set it to 0.1, and do not consider when tuning parameters for
optimal performance.
It turns out that the preprocessing that adds a selfloop
to each node (i.e., Aii = 1) helps to improve the detection

TABLE I.

A SPARSE REPRESENTATION OF THE RESULTANT MATRIX P ON THE EXAMPLE GRAPH G(0) THAT DEFINES PROBABILITY OF EACH LABEL FOR
N OTE THAT FOR THIS MATRIX WITH N = 13 NODES , THERE ARE AT MOST TWO LABELS WITH NON - ZERO PROBABILITY FOR EACH NODE .

EACH NODE .

Node Identifier
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Label1
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
5
11
11
11
11
11
11

P robability1
0.721
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.797
1
0.874

quality. The selfloop effect resembles the lazy walk in a graph
that avoids the periodicity problem, but here, it smooths the
propagation (update of Pi ) by taking into account node’s
own label distribution. Thus during initialization, each node
considers itself a neighbor while using Eq. 1.
Both LabelRank and MCL use matrix multiplication, A×P
for LabelRank and M ×M for MCL (M is the n×n stochastic
matrix). For updating an element, both Pij ← Ai. × P.j and
Mij ← Mi. ×M.j seem to require O(n) operations, where Xi.
denotes the ith row and X.j denotes the j th column of matrix
X. However, since A represents the static network structure,
no operations are needed for zero entries in A for LabelRank.
Thus, the number of effective operations for each node is
defined by ki neighbors, reducing the time for computing the
Pij to O(ki ). With x labels (typically less than 3) in each node
on average, updating one row Pi requires O(xki ) operations.
As a result, the time for updating the entire P in LabelRank
is O(xkn) = O(xm) = O(m), where k is the average degree
and m is the total number of edges. In contrast, during the
expansion (before convergence), Mij of M that rises to power
larger than 1 is changed according to the definition of transition
matrix of a random walk. After that, values in Mij no longer
reflects the network connections in one hop. Therefore, the
computation of Mij may require nonlocal information and the
time is O(n), which leads to O(nm) for the entire M × M
operator in worst case. In conclusion, the propagation scheme
in LabelRank is highly parallel and allows the computation to
distribute to each individual node.
The running time of LabelRank is O(m), linear with the
number of edges m because adding selfloop takes O(n), the
initialization of P takes O(m), each of the four operators takes
O(m) on average and the number of iterations is usually O(1).
Note that, although sorting the label distribution is required in
conditional update, it takes effectively linear time because the
size of label vectors is usually no more than 3. The execution
times on a set of citation networks are shown in Fig. 3. The test
ran on a single computer, but we expect further improvement
on a parallel platform.
IV.

E VALUATION ON R EAL - WORLD N ETWORKS

We first verified the quality of communities reported by
our algorithm on networks for which we know the true
grouping. For the classical Zachary’s karate club network

Label2
1
10
10

P robability2
0.279
0.203
0.126

[25] with n = 34, LabelRank discovered exactly the two
existing communities centered on the teacher and manager
(with Q = 0.37).
We also used a set of high school friendship networks [3]
created by a project funded by the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development. The results on this large data
set are similar and show a good agreement between the found
and known partitions. An instance is shown in Fig. 4.
We also tested LabelRank on a wider range of large social
networks availbale at snap.stanford.edu/data/ and compared its
performance with other known algorithms including LPA with
synchronous update [1], MCL that uses a similar inflation
operator [5] and one of the state-of-the-art algorithms, Infomap
[22]. Since the output of LPA is nondeterministic, we repeated
the algorithm 10 times and reported the best performance.
For MCL, the best performance from inflation in the range
of [1.5, 5] is shown. For LabelRank, q is 0.5 or 0.6, in is the
best from the set {1, 1.5, 2}. Due to the lack of knowledge
of true partitioning in most networks, we used modularity as
the quality measure [19]. The detection results are shown in
Table. II.
As shown, LPA works well on only two networks with
relatively dense average connections (k ≈ 10): football and
HighSchool networks. In general, it performs worse than the
other three algorithms. However, with the stabilization strategies introduced in this paper, LabelRank, a generalized and
stable version of LPA, boosts the performance significantly,
e.g., with an increase of 28.57% on PGP and 87.1% on
Enron Email. More importantly, LPA drawback is that it might
easily lead to a trivial output (i.e., a single giant community).
For instance, it completely fails on Eva and Epinions. The
conditional update in LabelRank appears to provide a way to
prevent such undesired output. As a result, LabelRank allows
label propagation algorithms to work on a wider range of
network structures, including both Eva and Epinions.
LabelRank outperforms MCL significantly on HighSchool,
Epinions and Enron Email by 10%, 20.83% and 25.93%
respectively. This provides some evidence that there is an advantage of separating network structure captured in adjacency
matrix A from the label probability matrix P , as done in our
LabelRank algorithm. LabelRank and Infomap have close performance. LabelRank outperforms Infomap on HighSchool and
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Fig. 3. The execution times on a set of arXiv high energy physics theory citation graphs [23] with n ranging from 12,917 to 27,769 and m from 47,454 to
352,285. Tested on a desktop with Intel@2.80GHz.
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Fig. 4. Communities detected on a HighSchool friendship network (n = 69, k = 6.4). Labels are the known grades ranging from 7 to 12. Colors represent
communities discovered by LabelRank.

Epinions by 10.34% and 9.43% respectively, while Infomap
outperforms LabelRank on Epinions by 11.76%.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced operators to stabilize and boost
the LPA, which avoid random output and improve the performance of community detection. We believe the stabilization is
important and can provide insights to an entire family of label
propagation algorithms, including SLPA and COPRA.
Stabilizing label propagation is our first step towards distributed dynamic network analysis. We are working on extending LabelRank for community detection for evolving networks,
where new data come in as a stream. With such possible
extension, we will be able to design efficient algorithms (e.g.,

distributed social-based message routing algorithm) for highly
distributed and self-organizing applications such as ad hoc
mobile networks and P2P networks. We also plan to extend
LabelRank to overlapping community detection [21] in the
near future. In the experiments, we explored and demonstrated
the good detection quality on some real-world networks. We
are parallelizing our algorithm for millions of nodes networks.
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T HE MODULARITY Q’ S OF DIFFERENT COMMUNITY DETECTION ALGORITHMS .

Network
Football [26]
HighSchool
Eva
PGP [27]
Enron Email
Epinions
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n
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10,680
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262,111

LPA
0.60
0.66
0.63
0.31
0.73
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